Meeting Minutes 12.17.2011

Attendance: Lemur, Paul, Rachel, Christine, Kendra, Geoff

Group Recognition
- IHI
  - Based in Cambridge and intention to improve healthcare
  - Decision: approve as unfunded

Space Allocation
- Association of Taiwanese Students
  - Main concern of losing space elsewhere with most activities centered around W20/McC
  - Okay with only half a locker but want some space in W20
  - Agree that Walker Space better if cleaned up
  - Decision: allocate extra half locker, approve D to C
- Persians
  - Have a locker (designated B) and put them as X for new/additional locker and want change to W
  - Have more things than would fit in locker space
  - Would rather be in W20 but okay with Walker basement corner office if able to fit stuff
  - Decision: X for Walker Space and no more B for locker
- Educational Studies Program
  - Expectation that comparable storage space in Walker but not in W20
- Lecture Series Committee
  - Find someone from CAC to look into moving safe
- Shakespeare Ensemble
  - Do not have manpower or money to store more in Walker → should work with ASA to recruit more people
  - Few complaints that shared office space could have security issues and could share except time leading up to show when filled and lots of people coming and going
  - Moving forward could find group that could fit well with small amount of things
  - Decision: no change
- Larger discussion needed with all theatre groups on increased collaboration

Membership Definition
- Chinese Nationals:
  - Meeting in future to discuss concerns
  - Claim membership “typo” on finboard application